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Abstract 
 
The objective of this research is to develop and analyze image parameters correlated with expert 
gait scores that are applicable for lameness detection in dairy cattle. Experiments were done on a 
commercial farm near Ghent Belgium in January-March 2008. A camera recorded the hoof 
movements of lactating Holstein cows from a distance of 1.5m. The ankle angle was calculated for 
63 cows. Within the calculations it was proven that the parameter contains information that can be 
related to lameness. First results show a relation to gait scores given by experts. It shows also that 
the ankle angle is useful for lameness detection but future investigations should focus on the 
development of the ankle angle over time in an individual cow. A further goal is to build an 
automatic on-line lameness detection tool after analyzing more cows individually and more image 
parameters. 
 
Introduction 
 
Lameness of dairy cattle is an economic and welfare issue.  It is the third most important health 
related economic loss facing the dairy industry, following fertility and mastitis (Booth et al., 2004).  
The occurrence of lameness in dairy cattle is of increasing importance in herd health management 
and a detrimental effect on herd productivity (Booth et al., 2004). 
Locomotion scoring method has been used widely to quantify the lameness of dairy cattle by 
assessing the quality of cow’s gait and posture. Different gait scoring systems already exist like the 
five points score system of Winckler and Willen (2001) based on the feet striding and reluctance to 
bear weight on a specific limb and the one from Sprecher et al. (1997) based on the posture of the 
back. But visual observation is very expensive, time-consuming.  



Furthermore cows with mild lameness are often left undiagnosed until the problem has become 
severe (Zimmerman, 2001) because cattle tend to show little overt behavioural response until 
injuries are advanced (O’Callaghan, 2002). Mill and Ward (1994) found that 13 of 15 producers 
could only identify lame cows that showed an obvious limp. Rather than identifying cows at these 
more severe stages of lameness, when costs of treatment are high and recovery is slow, methods are 
required to identify them at early stages of lameness. Early detection of lameness is important for 
effective treatment and ailment prevention. It might prevent the lameness from developing into a 
chronic situation (Clarkson et al., 1996; Zimmerman, 2001). To identify early stages of lameness it 
could be useful to focus especially on the hoof movement. Assuming that cows show a 
compensative behaviour when lameness problems emerge in the hoof in the very beginning it 
should be visible in the hoof region at first. When pain occurs in the claw the cow tries to reduce 
contact with the floor and shows a reluctance to bear weight, which could affect the way the hoof is 
placed on the ground. Based on this consideration, the ankle angle of each hoof while walking 
recorded from a small camera distance can provide detailed information about hoof placement 
which can not be seen in images recorded from larger distances.  
The goal of this study is to develop an automatic system for continuous on-line detection of dairy 
cow lameness by using vision techniques. The focus is on selecting image parameters beneficial for 
automatic lameness detection in general and on selecting image parameters containing information 
about the hoof movement particularly which are highly related to lameness.  
 
Material and Methods 
 
Image Acquisition 
Video data were acquired on a commercial farm with 108 milking cows in Belgium in January-
March 2008. The videos of 63 lactating Holstein cows walking freely and undisturbed were 
selected. The recording was done when the cows passed a corridor walking from the milking 
parlour to the feeding area in the barn. The corridor was 4 m long and 1m wide. A Guppy F036C 
camera with a SV-03514 lens was located 1,5 m away from the corridor and 30 cm high above the 
ground. It was placed horizontally to the centre of the corridor. The video was taken when the cow 
passed the corridor individually and freely. The resolution of the video was 320*160 in pixels and 
the speed of the camera was 60 frames per second.  
 

 

Figure 1. Video recording on commercial farm 

Only the legs and its movement were filmed in the video. To refer the hoof moments to the right 
cow the cow number and time stamp was written down by a person during each video recording. 



Visual Locomotion Scoring 
The locomotion of all lactating Holstein cows was scored in the barn visually by one expert.  The 
scoring method is based on the way suggested by Winckler and Willen (2001) but instead of using 
the original scoring scale from 1 to 5 a simplified scale of 1 (sound), 2 (moderately lame) and 3 
(severe lame) was applied according to the agreement in the International Workshop Lameness in 
December 2007 in Ghent. The scoring was done once a week close to the day the videos were 
recorded. 
 
Calculation of ankle angle  
The image parameter ankle angle contains the variables touch angle and release angle for the ankle 
of each hoof. To quantify the placement of a hoof in an image, two points, p1 = (x1, y1) and p2 = (x2, 
y2) were located manually on the top- and bottom backside of the cow’s ankle. 
  

 
 
Figure 2. Touch ankle angle and release ankle angle while walking  
 
From these two points, the angle of the ankle with respect to the floor was calculated as: 
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This angle is named the ‘ankle angle’ and is further on written as θ(t) because it varies between 
images. The ankle angle was calculated two times for a step of each hoof: first in the image taken at 
time t1, just before the hoof touches the floor and secondly in the image taken at time t2 (with t2 > 
t1), just after the hoof is released from the floor. For each hoof, this resulted in the measurements θt 
= θ(t1), called the touch angle and θr = θ(t2), called the release angle. For each cow, an image 
sequence with one step of each hoof was selected. From this sequence, θt and θr were calculated for 
each hoof using the procedure above. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Ankle angle 
The results are based on 46 cows with gait score 1, 12 cows with gait score 2 and 5 cows with gait 
score 3. Table 1 gives an overview about the mean of touch angle and release angle in numbers for 
each hoof. 
 

Table 1. Means of touch and release angle in a group of 63 cows 

  Mean touch angle in degrees Mean release angle in degrees 
  FL FR HL HR FL FR HL HR 

All cows 62,1 60,6 58,7 58,3 122,9 120,1 107,8 105,8 
Cows score 1 61,9 60,5 58,9 58,8 123,6 119,7 108,0 105,5 
Cows score 2 62,9 63,4 56,6 59,1 125,5 122,2 106,8 104,6 
Cows score 3 61,9 59,8 54,5 56,6 121,9 122,0 105,5 102,7 

 
It can be seen that the mean touch angle differs in between the hoofs form 54,5○ to 63,4○. As it is 
also displayed in figure 3 the touch angle in the hind hoofs is smaller than in the front hoofs in 
general. In between the different gait scores the touch angle of both hind hoofs of cows with gait 
score 3 is smaller compared with the cows of gait score 1 and 2. But only in the hind left hoof the 
touch angle decreases with a higher gait score as it could be expected in advance. The expectation is 
based on the knowledge that the lameness during this experiment occurred only in the hind hoofs. 
How far the parameter ankle angle can provide information in which hoof lameness occurs exactly 
has to be further investigated. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Mean touch angle of cows with gait score 1 to 3   

Contrary to the hind hoofs no clear tendency is visible in the front hoof. The touch angle in the front 
left hoof is almost equal in between the gait scores. In the front right hoof the cows with gait score 1 
and 3 have a clearly lower touch angle compared with the cows of gait score 2 which cannot be 
explained yet.   
The release angle in between the different hoofs reaches from 102,7○ to 125,5○. The big difference 
between front and hind hoofs is related to the anatomy of the hind legs.  



Considering the results of the mean release angle of the front hoofs it can be seen that similar to the 
touch angle no tendency is visible in between the cows with different gait score. No lameness 
problems in the front hoofs could be the reason. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Mean release angle of cows with gait score 1 to 3 

The means of the release angle in the hind hoofs reveal a decrease in the angle with an increasing 
gait score. This fits into the considerations regarding the lameness occurrence in the hind hoofs as it 
was mentioned already for the results of the touch angle. But also no clear information can be found 
about which hoof causes the lameness. 
Neither in the touch angle nor in the release angle significant differences could be calculated in 
between the groups of gait scores because of to less comparable values of gait score 2 and 3. 
The image parameter ankle angle can be also applicable for automatic lameness detection by using 
vision techniques. Although the first results show only mean values a relation between image 
parameter and gait score can be seen especially in the hind hoofs. Nevertheless within this 
parameter further investigations should be done considering the individual walking behaviour of 
cows and follow the lameness process in individual cows as well. 

Conclusions 
 
The specific objective was to explore the possibility of capturing different locomotion pattern with 
image parameters and assessing a relation with lameness in dairy cows. It can be concluded that by 
using vision techniques, the locomotion features of cows can be recorded and used for lameness 
detection. In this research the ankle angle recorded from a small camera distance was evaluated and 
a possible relation to gait score could be found especially in the hind hoofs were the lameness 
occurred.  
In future the research will focus on a method to analyze image parameters automatically. 
Contemporary correlations between image parameters among different camera orientation will be 
investigated. Furthermore algorithms will be developed and implemented in a real-time automatic 
lameness detection tool. 
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